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I. INTRODUCTION

Sensor networks are being used in different applications
like habitat monitoring [1], environment monitoring [2] and
volcano monitoring [3]. In majority of sensor network ap-
plications a central node (sink) is responsible for collecting
all sensors data. Figure 1 shows the network architecture
and general query processing framework of these monitoring
applications. The sink frequently issues fixed data collection
queries [4] [5] to collect all sensor data into a central repos-
itory. Users can issue queries to the sink and obtain relevant
information from central repository. This network of sensor
devices can also be viewed as a database [6] that contains
environmental information. The data generated at each sensor
node is analogous to data storage and routing of data to sink
is analogous to query processing in databases.

Sensor devices typically operate on limited energy supply
like batteries, therefore energy efficient data collection is a
key design issue for any query processing framework. While
querying data from these energy constrained sensor devices,
the two major energy consuming components that need to be
considered are: data acquisition and communication. The data
acquisition cost can be reduced by collecting data only from
representative sensors, which are selected by exploiting the
spatial and temporal correlations between sensor data [7] [8].
The communication cost can be reduced by performing some
in-network aggregation of sensor data, particularly for aggre-
gate queries. Depending on the network topology, a set of
aggregator nodes are selected to aggregate data from neighbors
and relay it to the sink [9].

TinyDB [10] is a widely known query processing frame-
work specifically designed for low power devices running
on TinyOS. In TinyDB a tree-based network topology is
maintained with sink as the root node. SNEE [11] is another
query processing framework where sink develops an optimal
query evaluation plan based on static network topology and
available resources.

A. Drawbacks in existing query processing frameworks

• Current frameworks are designed to execute only one
query and cannot handle multiple queries running
simultaneously [4].

• No delay in pushing the data from source to aggregator
nodes is an unrealistic assumption.

• The current frameworks are designed to query data
only from static sensor nodes.

Fig. 1. General Query Processing Framework for Static Sensor Networks

• The inherent network disconnections are not taken into
consideration by existing data aggregation methods

In order to address these drawbacks, we propose to de-
velop a new query processing framework where an Intelligent
Query Server (IQServer) will handle multiple user queries and
frequently monitor a mobile sensor network.

II. INTELLIGENT QUERY SERVER

The IQServer will develop an optimal query execution
plan by considering current network topology and resources
available on each node in the network. Further, the IQServer
maintains a historical information of network topology by
frequently issuing topology discovery queries into the network.
When a query is received by IQS, the network topology with a
high probability of occurrence is selected to develop an optimal
schedule of execution.

Every query received by our IQServer is processed in three
steps

• Find nodes relevant to query.

• Develop a query execution plan.

• Disseminate the query into the network.



A. Find sensor nodes relevant to query

The IQServer will find out two sets of sensor nodes that
execute the query

1) Source nodes that contain data relevant to the query.
If there exists some spatial and temporal correlations
between source nodes then a subset of representative
nodes are selected among them.

2) Aggregator nodes that aggregate data from source or
representative nodes to reduce the amount of data
transmissions.

B. Develop a query execution plan

The IQServer develops an optimal query execution plan
considering the most probable network topology and energy
constraints of all relevant nodes.

C. Disseminate the query into the network

Once the query execution plan is built the IQServer dis-
seminates the query to all relevant nodes. If a given query can
be broken down into a set of sub queries then these sub queries
will be sent to corresponding aggregator nodes.

III. IQSERVER ARCHITECTURE

The overall architecture of our proposed IQServer is shown
in Figure 2. The IQServer maintains the following two repos-
itories.

1) Sensor Node Information - Used to maintain a list
of resources provided by each sensor node and their
energy constraints.

2) Network Topology Information - Used to maintain a
historical information of network topology.

The Query Handler & Builder component of the IQServer
processes all incoming queries and develops a query execu-
tion plan depending on the information available in the two
repositories. The Query Executor component is responsible
to disseminate query to relevant nodes. Further, it handles all
sensor data obtained after query execution.

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

This paper intends to address the problem of multiple
query processing for mobile sensor networks. We propose an
Intelligent Query Server (IQServer) that processes multiple
queries and develops a query execution plan considering the
availability of resources on each sensor node and historical
topological information of the network. We first plan to
develop and test our IQServer in a simulation environment
followed by implementation on real sensor devices.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of Intelligent Query Server
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